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 File No. PDA-054-20-NBD 
 November 13, 2020 (Version) 

 
 
 

To: City of St. Louis Planning Commission 
 

From: Don Roe, Executive Director 
 

Subject:  Partial Resolution for Adoption of Neighborhood Plan – Design Downtown STL 
Neighborhood Plan 

 

Date: November 13, 2020 
 

Summary 
Submittal: Neighborhood Plan for Planning Commission 
review and adoption as a Neighborhood Plan and a 
supplement to the City’s Comprehensive Plan can be found 
on the City’s website here: https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/ 
government/departments/planning/documents/design-
downtown-stl-proposed-neighborhood-plan.cfm. 
 
Neighborhood Plan: The Design Downtown STL 
Neighborhood Plan was initiated to prepare a Neighborhood 
Plan that would guide community development efforts in the 
study area. A Presentation and Public Hearing for the 
Design Downtown STL Neighborhood Plan will be held at 
the November 18, 2020 Planning Commission meeting prior 
to the vote on its Adoption. 
 
Site: The study area is generally bounded by Carr St. to the north, Chouteau Ave. to the south, and Jefferson Ave. 
to the west, and includes two full neighborhoods: Downtown West and Downtown. 
 
Background: In June 2019, St. Louis business leaders embarked on a year-long planning process with the intent 
for creating a road map for downtown revitalization, harkening back to the efforts of the late 1990s. According to 
Interface Studio, the Philadelphia-based firm leading the planning effort in partnership with Downtown STL, 
“Design Downtown STL is trying to connect [the dots]”.  The new planning process which cost approximately 
$600,000 and was funded by Downtown St. Louis Foundation Inc. creates a real opportunity to take a detailed 
inventory of what has been done for St. Louis’ downtown, and what needs to happen next. 
 
For the better part of a year, the planning team has led a robust effort for gathering feedback from people across 
the region, culminating in 130 open house participants, 96 stakeholder interviews, 1,065 collaborative map 
comments, 1,151 community survey responses, 520 attendees over 8 events, and in light of the COVID-19 
shutdown, 604 online open house participants. 
 
Consultants: The draft Neighborhood Plan was prepared by a planning team led by Philadelphia-based firm 
Interface Studio who was also on the team for the Equitable Economic Development Framework (EEDF). Other 
members of the planning team included Mass Economics (also a consultant on the EEDF), STOSS Landscape 
Urbanism, CBB Transportation Engineers + Planning (also a lead firm of the adopted Downtown Transportation 
Plan), Star City Group, Soapbox PR, and Downtown STL, Inc./Arch to Park (now of Greater St. Louis, Inc.). 
 

Recommended Action 
No recommended action at this time. This partial resolution aims to provide the public and the commission with 
basic information regarding the planning process and the submitted Design Downtown STL Neighborhood Plan, 
including its conformity with the newly amended Neighborhood Plan Minimum Standards. Staff will consider all 
public input gathered through the public hearing process and any comments received, and provide a final 
resolution with a recommended action at the time that the Commission considers the Plan for final adoption. 

https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/%20government/departments/planning/documents/design-downtown-stl-proposed-neighborhood-plan.cfm
https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/%20government/departments/planning/documents/design-downtown-stl-proposed-neighborhood-plan.cfm
https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/%20government/departments/planning/documents/design-downtown-stl-proposed-neighborhood-plan.cfm
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1.0  Background 
 
1.1  Neighborhood Plans:  
A Neighborhood Plan is defined in Ordinance 64687, the ordinance that established the City’s Planning and 
Urban Design Agency and Planning Commission, as “a plan relating to specific neighborhoods or combinations 
of neighborhoods, generally containing greater details as to current conditions, trends, projects and 
recommendations than the Comprehensive Plan, and, in general, expanding upon and illustrating the basic goals, 
objectives and principles contained in the Comprehensive Plan, and reflecting a clear understanding of the 
aspirations of residents, business persons and other stakeholders likely to be impacted by the implementation of 
the plan.”  
  
Ordinance 64687 also states that the Planning Commission shall have the right to review, modify, and adopt or 
reject Neighborhood Plans. 
 
1.2  Previous Planning in Downtown:  
In 1997, a coalition of business and civic groups united to plot out a path forward for St. Louis’ downtown.  When 
the planning process was complete in 1999, the Downtown Development Action Plan called for $1.1 billion in 
investments over the next five years in four key areas of downtown: Washington Avenue, Laclede’s Landing, the 
Old Post Office area and the Gateway Mall corridor.   
 
In the years since, each of the four focus areas have seen various levels of improvements: beginning with public 
street improvements which helped to transform the Washington Avenue Loft District from a marginally active 
industrial area into a thriving residential and retail destination; to the creation of Old Post Office Plaza on what 
used to be the site of a surface parking lot; to elevating the Gateway Mall, which now connects downtown to the 
arch grounds through a series of world-class designed public green spaces; and more recently to Laclede’s 
Landing, as it shifts away from its nightlife-oriented roots to a more family-friendly neighborhood of mixed use 
residential and ground floor commercial.  
 
In addition to the currently adopted Downtown Development Action Plan, there have been four topical plans 
adopted within this geography. The Central Business District (CBD) Streetscape Design Manual was adopted in 
November of 2004; the St. Louis Gateway Mall Master Plan was adopted in July of 2009; the North Riverfront 
Open Space & Redevelopment Plan was adopted in December of 2015; and the Downtown St Louis 
Transportation Study was adopted in December of 2018. Each of these plans and their relationship to the 
proposed Design Downtown STL Neighborhood Plan, including its conformity and/or recommended amendments 
or repeals, can be found in the self-evaluation provided by the consultant, and which is attached as Exhibit A to 
this partial resolution.  
 

1.3  Design Downtown STL:  
In June 2019, St. Louis business leaders embarked on a year-long planning process with the intent for creating a 
road map for downtown revitalization, harkening back to the efforts of the late 1990s.  The new planning process 
which cost approximately $600,000 and was funded by Downtown St. Louis Foundation Inc. creates a real 
opportunity to take a detailed inventory of what has been done for St. Louis’ downtown, and what needs to 
happen next.   
 
Since that time, the planning team has led a robust effort for gathering feedback from people across the region, 
culminating in 130 open house participants, 96 stakeholder interviews, 1,065 collaborative map comments, 1,151 
community survey responses, 520 attendees over 8 events, and in light of the COVID-19 shutdown, 604 online 
open house participants.   
 
According to the consultant and planning team, each major milestone in community engagement included a 
feedback loop that allowed for informed decision making based on community input. After the completion of an 
engagement event or series, the consultant prepared a summary presentation for the Advisory Committee to 
discuss findings and weigh in on next steps for the following phases of engagement, which allowed the Advisory 
Committee to steer the process. 
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1.4  Public Comment 
Copies of the Design Downtown STL Plan were first made available to the public on September 10th through 
October 4th for public comment with feedback collected by the Planning Team. The wave of plan views and 
comments were found to be highly correlated with press releases and the substance of comments were, according 
to Interface Studio, simple changes or were a result of individuals that did not take the time to read the plan and 
therefore missed the information they were looking for. Overall, the Planning Team addressed what comments 
they could and submitted their Draft Plan to Planning Staff on Monday October 26th. 
 
In addition to the aforementioned public comment gathered by the Design Downtown STL Planning Team, 
Planning & Urban Design Staff has followed the typical Public Hearing and input process. Copies of the Plan 
with basic background information and comment cards have been made available for public review and input at 
the Central Library and at our offices at 1520 Market Street, Suite 2000. Additionally, Staff has posted the Draft 
Plan on the City’s website for those who wish to provide input digitally during the public review period of 
October 27th – Friday November 20th.  
 
To date, no comments have been submitted by the public, however, staff will remain vigilant and update this 
information for the commission prior to the commission taking action on the request submittal. 
 
1.5  Presentation & Public Hearing 
A Presentation and Public Hearing for the draft Design Downtown STL Neighborhood Plan will be held at the 
November 18, 2020 Planning Commission meeting. Presentations regarding the Neighborhood Plan will be made 
by Missy Kelley and Scott Page, as representative(s) of the planning team that prepared the Neighborhood Plan. 
The Public Hearing will then be conducted.  
 
The Planning Commission will not vote on the Adoption of the Neighborhood Plan immediately following the 
Public Hearing, but rather the public comment period will continue until November 20th, and a resolution with 
updated information about feedback will be provided to the Commission for its consideration of adoption at the 
December 2nd Planning Commission meeting. At that time, the Planning Commission may take one of three 
actions: adopt (approve) the Neighborhood Plan, modify the Neighborhood Plan, or reject the Neighborhood Plan. 
Unlike most Planning Commission actions -- where the Planning Commission serves as an advisory body to the 
City’s Board of Aldermen and the ultimate decision requires the approval of an ordinance by the Board of 
Aldermen and the Mayor -- the authority to adopt a Neighborhood Plan rests solely with the Planning 
Commission. 
 
2.0  Comments 
 

2.1  Minimum Submittal Requirements for Neighborhood Plans: 
At its July 2020 meeting, the Planning Commission repealed and replaced the minimum submittal requirements 
for Planning Commission consideration of neighborhood plans. It should be noted that these standards were 
largely under development at the time that the Design Downtown STL planning process was underway with an 
inability to know what to work towards. 
 
The minimum submittal requirements are broken into 4 main components: General Basic Requirements, 
Community Engagement, Topical Coverage, and Local & Regional Implementation. In order to aide in 
facilitation and evaluation of the plan against the minimum standards, the consultant group, Interface Studios, has 
provided a self-evaluation which is attached to this partial resolution as Exhibit A. Staff has provided their own 
summary  below, and conclusions (in italics) as to whether the Design Downtown STL Plan met each of the 
requirements. 
 
General Basic Requirements 

Planning Boundaries 
The planning boundaries for the Design Downtown STL are those boundaries identified officially as the 
Downtown and Downtown West neighborhoods. More specifically, the planning area is bound by Carr 
Street on the North, Chouteau Avenue on the south, Jefferson Avenue on the west, and the Mississippi 
River/City Limits on the east. 
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Divided Corridors 
While there are a few recommendations that include both sides of the Carr Street, Chouteau Avenue, and 
Jefferson Avenue corridors, and the Planning Team has said to have included both sides of the corridors in 
their outreach and planning processes, the planning boundaries do not include them. 

 
Staff finds that the Draft Design Downtown STL submitted complies with the General Basic Requirements. With 
regard to the divided corridors of Carr Street, Chouteau Avenue and Jefferson Avenue, Staff recommends that the 
boundaries be considered as the centerlines of all surrounding corridors and at the time in which neighborhood 
plans are developed for adjacent neighborhoods, considerations be granted to develop strategies, as desired, 
which are complimentary to the recommendations within the Draft Design Downtown STL Plan. 
 
Community Engagement 

Standard Engagement 
The standard engagement included three public meetings (one of which was virtual), and the first of which 
was held on one day during wide hours to allow for varying schedules, and the last of which was virtual due 
to COVID-19 pandemic. In addition to more active open house and public meeting activities which may 
have captured the highly engaged individuals, a community survey was used to allow residents, workers, 
and visitors to provide input simply and easily, and to set the stage for the rest of the planning process, 
including identifying the major issues, concerns, and strengths the community could identify and build 
upon. Additionally, the standard engagement processes included an advisory committee made up of 30 
members representing various businesses, residents and civic leaders. Finally, the planning team used 
regular email updates, stakeholder interviews and focus groups. 

 
Focused Engagement 
The focused engagement included pop-up events at the Downtown Neighborhood Association meetings, 
cocktail events and happy hours, and a 5K, among others. Planning team members used these opportunities 
to engage with people where they were and allow for small group discussions, one-on-one conversations and 
surveys, all while letting people know that the planning effort was underway and how to stay tuned in. 
Additionally, a community vision wall was created at the open house and made virtual for those who could 
not attend in person; over 1,000 comments and ideas were made in total. 
 
Online/Tech Engagement 
To allow for the engagement of those who were unable to attend in-person events, the Planning Team 
created a website hub within the existing Downtown STL website, and with its own directed website URL. 
The website provided a central place for information about the status of the Plan, as well as online mirrored 
engagement opportunities such as a collaborative and interactive comment map and a community survey. 
Finally, the Planning Team used the existing DowntownSTL social media accounts to push information 
about the plan progress and input opportunities to its followers. 

 
Planning Strategy & Rationale 
The planning process was designed for a broad set of stakeholders, including visitors, employees and 
employers, and residents because unlike most other neighborhoods within the City, the planning area does 
see a significantly variable daytime and visitors as well as business population in addition to the basic 
resident population. The Planning team explains in their self-evaluation, that the process allowed room for 
the direction of each step of the process by the Advisory Committee. The Advisory Committee, which was 
made up of 30 individuals that reflected the variety of stakeholders that make downtown unique, met 
multiple times throughout the process to both hear, solidify, and confirm feedback heard in engagement 
activities, and to steer any changes to the process moving forward given their insights as well as the 
feedback presented. 

 
Measure of Engagement 
The self-evaluation provided by the Planning Team summarized the statistics for two of their 
events/engagement opportunities, which is assumed to be those events or engagement opportunities for 
which data was collected about an individuals’ relationship is to the planning area. 370 residents (21.1% of 
1755 total respondents) filled out the online survey and participated in the online open house. Given that the 
combined population of Downtown and Downtown West, according to the 2010 Census is 7661, at a 
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confidence level of 90%, the margin of error is approximately 4.17%. Per the same self-evaluation, the 
Planning Team explained that they did not gather data regarding demographics throughout their 
engagement, due to the fact that the minimum standards had not been yet established and they decided at the 
forefront to err on the side of caution with regard to requesting demographic data. 

 
Appendix Attachments 
While the submission did not include scans or attachments of participation records such as sign in sheets and 
outreach materials, there are a number of images of public engagement activities throughout the document 
and the appendix #1 of the self-evaluation, summarized the details of the participation and feedback 
received. 

 
Staff finds the Draft Design Downtown STL proposed neighborhood plan submittal does not meet all elements of 
the community engagement minimum requirements due to the fact that the Planning Team did not have the benefit 
of knowing and understanding the minimum requirements at the time that they established and worked through 
their planning process.  
 
The process included the appropriate types of standard engagement, focused engagement, and online/tech 
engagement, and on a basic level, met the confidence level and margin of error for those engagement 
opportunities which they collected basic individuals’ information. However, the Planning Team was unable to 
collect demographic information throughout the process, which means they are unable to know how 
representative the engaged populations were of the demographics of the service area. While this is intended to be 
a measure that helps planners ensure an equitable process and that the engagement responses are reflective of 
the demographics of the service area, staff understands that this isn’t yet a standard operating procedure for 
planners and takes some effective communication with the community to ensure the information request builds 
trust rather than walls.  
 
Overall, given the uniqueness of Downtown and its variable daytime versus nighttime and visitor populations 
which are not captured by census data, as well as the fact that the Planning Team did not know about the new 
minimum standards through most of the planning process, the Planning Commission has the discretion to 
consider the circumstances under which the planning process took place and allow for variability in meeting the 
established minimum standards. 
 
Topical Coverage 

The submission technically includes all necessary components of the Topical Coverage, including all 
primary topics; secondary topics include arts & culture, and homelessness; and focus areas/topics include 
parking and reducing automobile use and reliance, and a vacancy strategy for vacant commercial spaces.  

 
Staff finds that the Draft Design Downtown STL proposed neighborhood plan technically meets the topical 
coverage requirements of the Minimum Submittal Requirements. Additionally, the secondary topics and focus 
areas/topics should reflect the priorities of the community as identified by community engagement opportunities 
throughout the planning process, above and beyond the primary topics. For that reason, and given the rationale 
provided by the Planning Team in the self-evaluation, staff recommends considering Arts & Culture to be the 
secondary topic, and Vacancy to be the focus area/topic. 
 
It should be noted that the intent of the topical coverage standards is to identify those topics that should be 
covered in depth, either by a chapter or a significant portion of a chapter rather than a set of goals or 
recommendations among chapters, with the exception that a few of the topics can be woven through each of the 
chapters in an intentional way. Given that this planning effort was well underway, and a draft was mostly 
complete by the time the standards were established, future neighborhood planning efforts should not have this 
discrepancy. Although it may be that the organization of the document is not as intended, the topics are each 
covered in the Design Downtown STL plan to a significant extent and therefore staff does find, under the 
circumstances, that the proposed plan meets the topical coverage minimum submittal requirement. 
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Local & Regional Implementation 
The Planning Team provided a breakdown in the submitted self-evaluation of the overlap between the Draft 
Design Downtown STL, and both current and past plans. The plan is well coordinated with the most recent 
planning efforts, including an intentional overlap between goals and recommendations from the Equitable 
Economic Development Framework and the Downtown St. Louis Transportation Study which was 
completed and adopted in 2018.  

 
Given the new planning effort in a geography where other plans currently exist, the Planning Team has 
taken care to consider and recommend the future of existing plans within the same geography and consider 
its conformity to those plans. This includes the Downtown Development Action Plan, the current 
neighborhood plan adopted for this geography, the Downtown Transportation Study adopted topical plan, 
the Central Business District Streetscape Design Manual adopted topical plan, and the Gateway Mall Master 
Plan adopted topical plan. 

 
While many of the objectives of the draft plan have overlapping goals and objectives, the intent of the requirement 
is to encourage coordination with the various plans, especially the citywide and regional plans to help inform and 
develop more place-based specific recommendations informed by the local community. Given that the Design 
Downtown STL proposed neighborhood plan was again, underway at the time the requirements were under 
development, and that the Planning Team did review and coordinate the plans where appropriate, Staff finds the 
submittal meets the Local and Regional Implementation of the minimum requirements. 
 

2.2  Strategic Land Use Plan 
The proposed neighborhood plan does not recommend any changes to the Strategic Land Use Plan. A further 
evaluation and discussion will be provided from staff prior to the Commission taking action on the Plan. 
 

2.3  Zoning 
The proposed neighborhood plan provides a few recommendations for changes to the current zoning within the 
planning boundaries. On a basic level, the plan has recommended the strategic use of existing zoning overlay 
tools to tailor zoning regulations to Downtown, however, the legislation has not been drafted nor completely 
explored with buy in from the Planning and Urban Design Agency, nor the Zoning Section. A further evaluation 
and discussion will be provided from staff prior to the Commission taking action on the Plan. 
 

2.4  Public Input 
The Planning Commission will hold a presentation about the Draft Design Downtown STL proposed 
Neighborhood Plan and then conduct a public hearing on the adoption of said plan at its November 18, 2020 
meeting.  
 
Unlike most Planning Commission actions -- where the Planning Commission serves as an advisory body to the 
City’s Board of Aldermen and the ultimate decision requires the approval of an ordinance by the Board of 
Aldermen and the Mayor -- the authority to adopt a Neighborhood Plan rests solely with the Planning 
Commission. 
 

2.2   Previous Commission Action 
The Planning Commission adopted the Downtown Development Action Plan as a Neighborhood Plan at its 
December 15, 1999 meeting.   
 

The Planning Commission adopted the Central Business District (CBD) Streetscape Design Manual as a Topical 
Plan at its November 3, 2004 meeting. 

 

The Planning Commission adopted the St. Louis Gateway Mall Master Plan as a Topical Plan at its July 1, 2009 
meeting. 

 

The Planning Commission adopted the Downtown St Louis Transportation Study as a Topical Plan at its 
December 5, 2018 meeting. 

 

The Planning Commission adopted the North Riverfront Open Space & Redevelopment Plan as a Topical Plan at 
its December 2, 2015 meeting. 
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2.3  Requested Action 
City of St. Louis Ordinance #64687, Section 12 states: “The Planning Commission may direct the Agency 
Director to prepare Neighborhood Plans or plans relating to combinations of neighborhoods, Topical Plans, or 
other plans addressing issues deemed to be of importance to the city. In all cases the Planning Commission shall 
have the right to review, modify, and adopt or reject such plans.” 
 
 
 
Requested Recommendation 
The Planning & Urban Design Agency Staff will develop the requested recommendation after all public input has 
been heard and collected, including the discussion and questions by the Planning Commission during the 
presentation and public hearing to be held on November 18, 2020. 
 
 
 
 
The DRAFT Design Downtown STL Plan can be found on the City’s website here: 
https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/government/departments/planning/documents/design-
downtown-stl-proposed-neighborhood-plan.cfm  
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/government/departments/planning/documents/design-downtown-stl-proposed-neighborhood-plan.cfm
https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/government/departments/planning/documents/design-downtown-stl-proposed-neighborhood-plan.cfm


Planning Requirements Memo 
Link to Minimum Submittal Requirements for Adoption Draft 

GENERAL BASIC REQUIREMENTS 

1. Planning Area Boundaries. The planning area for Design Downtown STL
encompasses a 2.2 square mile area and follows the combined boundaries of the
Downtown and Downtown West neighborhoods as identified in the Planning & Urban
Design Agency’s Citywide Neighborhood Map. The Design Downtown STL planning
area is bounded by Carr St. to the north, Chouteau Ave. to the south, the Mississippi
River to the east, and Jefferson Ave. to the west.

The study area boundaries for Design Downtown STL are different than those of the last
adopted plan - Downtown Now in 1999. That plan included Downtown and Downtown
West but also two neighborhoods to the north. These neighborhood areas north of Cole
Street are now the subject of the Project Connect initiative. For this reason, Design
Downtown STL is focused solely on Downtown and Downtown West.

2. Important Corridors Divided by Planning Area Boundaries. The study area boundary
was drawn along the center lines of Carr St. to the north, Chouteau Ave. to the south,
Jefferson Ave. to the west, and the Mississippi River to the east. Parcels with frontage
on both sides of Carr St., Chouteau Ave., and Jefferson Ave. were included in the
planning process.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 

*See Appendix #1 for further detail on community engagement*

The public engagement process was intended to reach a broad spectrum of community 
members who make Downtown the heart of the St. Louis region. Throughout the course of the 
planning process, we engaged with residents, workers, visitors, and stakeholders through 
multiple formats, including open houses, pop-up events, online activities, and one-on-one and 
small group conversations. The varied approaches to community outreach enabled us to reach 
many different audiences that reflect the diversity of the Downtown consumer. 

In summary, the Design Downtown STL planning process included: 
● Nearly 100 stakeholder interviews and focus group meetings
● 1,000+ collaborative map comments
● 1,100+ community survey responses
● Over 700 people who attended in-person and virtual open houses
● Over 500 people who engaged with the planning process at existing community events

and at a lecture and workshop by noted futurist Anthony Townsend.

EXHIBIT A

https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/government/departments/planning/planning/planning-commission/upload/2020-05-01_DRAFT-New-Minimum-Submittal-Requirements.pdf
https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/government/departments/planning/documents/citywide-neighborhood-map.cfm


 
As defined by the planning requirements for engagement, the following strategies were used 
during the Design Downtown STL planning process: 
 
Standard Engagement: 

● Public Meetings.  
○ The first open house in October 2019 was hosted at the office of Less Annoying 

CRM, with more than 130 attendees participating. The open house included a 
series of interactive exhibits that invited the public to learn about the planning 
process, review the data and analysis, and share their ideas, priorities, and vision 
for the future of Downtown St. Louis.  The open house was “open” from 11 am-2 
pm and again at 4-8 pm so as to accommodate the different schedules of 
community members.  

○ Anthony Townsend, a noted futurist and author of the book Smart Cities 
conducted a public lecture at the Central Library with 95 attendees from the 
Downtown community and facilitated a workshop with 40 regional business 
leaders at Filament on Washington Avenue. The objective of the workshop and 
lecture was to help stakeholders think about the future in the context of trends 
impacting cities across the globe including changing demographics, online retail, 
autonomous delivery and new technologies.  

○ The second open house, originally planned to be held in person in April 
2020, was redesigned as an interactive online open house in May 2020 due 
to the COVID-19 pandemic. The online open house was designed to walk 
participants through the draft vision, goals, key recommendations, with a series 
of interactive activities to elicit public feedback. The week-long open house also 
asked participants to rank their top 5 proposed strategies in order to help 
prioritize action items for implementation. Overall, 604 participants signed in to 
participate providing the team with over 1,000 comments and suggestions about 
the draft strategies.  

● Advisory/Steering Committee Meeting. The Design Downtown STL planning process 
was led by a diverse, 30-member Advisory Committee six times during the planning 
process.  This group represented business owners of large and small companies, 
residents, and civic leaders 

● Newsletters. Regular email updates were sent to a regularly updated list of Downtown 
residents, workers, visitors, and public outreach participants throughout the planning 
process to inform citizens about plan progress and opportunities for public input. 

● Stakeholder Interviews & Focus Groups. Stakeholder Interviews and Focus Groups - 
The planning team held 96 one-on-one and small group discussions with a mix of 
residents, business owners, employees, local leaders, non-profits, City representatives, 
service providers, developers, designers, and advocates. The goal of these 
conversations was to get a better understanding of the issues and opportunities facing 
Downtown, and to test recommendations and proposals that emerged from the public 
outreach process with expert stakeholders working on-the-ground.  



● Community Survey. The survey received 1,151 responses from residents, workers, and 
community members located throughout the greater St. Louis region. The survey, which 
was launched during the first phase of the planning process, sought to better understand 
the experiences and opinions of residents, workers, and visitors to Downtown. This 
survey was distributed in both paper and online formats. In total, 48% of which were 
respondents who said they come downtown occasionally, 32% were respondents who 
work downtown, and 10% of respondents, respectively, were residents, and residents 
who also work Downtown.  

 
Focused Engagement: 

● Piggy-Back on other events / Pop-Up Events. Staff from Downtown STL, Inc. (DSI) 
popped up at a series of existing meetings and events to engage the public about the 
future of Downtown through small group discussions, one-on-one conversations, and 
short postcard surveys. Pop-ups included several Downtown Neighborhood Association 
(DNA) meetings, Biz Dash 5K, Kiener Cocktails (2x), MetroQuest, a holiday shopping 
event hosted by Anders, and a T-REX happy hour. In total, staff engaged with 
approximately 385 participants at these pop-ups (not including the lecture by Anthony 
Townsend).  

● Community Vision Wall. The planning team created a collaborative map that was 
available both online and as an oversized 6’x6’ print at the first public open house hosted 
at Less Annoying CRM’s offices in October 2019. Participants were asked to add ideas 
and comments to the map, creating a network of ideas overlaid over the Downtown 
study area. In total, the collaborative map received 1,065 comments. 

 
Online/Tech Engagement: 

● Website. The planning team created a dedicated website for the planning process - 
www.designdowntownstl.com - in order to provide a central hub for information about the 
Plan and public engagement opportunities. The website hosted meeting information, the 
collaborative map, the community survey, and was the home for the second open house 
which was conducted entirely online due to the COVID-19 pandemic.  

● Social Media. Downtown STL, Inc. regularly posted to its social media channels 
throughout the planning process to inform citizens about plan progress and opportunities 
for public input. 

 
Summary of Engagement Strategy Rationale: 
 
The Design Downtown STL planning process was designed to reach Downtown’s broad and 
diverse constituencies, including not just residents, but also the many business owners, 
workers, and visitors that make-up Downtown’s day-time population.  
 
In order to reach as broad and diverse of an audience as possible, the team employed multiple 
methods of outreach in coordination with a variety of Downtown partners to ensure that 
outreach opportunities would “meet people where they are” and not expect them to come to us. 



This included attending multiple meetings of the Downtown Neighborhood Association (DNA), 
setting up outreach stations / pop-ups at public events throughout Downtown, and intentionally 
held the larger public outreach sessions in locations near the heart of where Downtown 
residents live.  We were also sensitive to the fact that not everyone has the time or luxury to 
spend a couple of hours at an engagement event, so outreach activities included a mix of both 
low-time commitment and more in-depth exercises.  
 
Engagement Strategy Decision Making Process: 
 
Each major milestone in community engagement included a feedback loop that allowed for 
informed decision making based on community input. After the completion of an engagement 
event (or series, as in the case of the pop-up meetings), Interface Studio would record all data 
and feedback collected. Quantitative data, such as survey results, would then be analyzed for 
patterns and trends and qualitative data would be examined for shared themes and important 
insights from the public. Interface Studio would then prepare a series of summary slides with 
key takeaways for presentation to the Advisory Committee. The Advisory Committee would then 
discuss the findings and weigh in on next steps for the following phases of engagement. This 
feedback loop of engagement, analysis, interpretation, and decision making was repeated for 
each Advisory Committee meeting during the engagement phases of the planning process. 
 
Analysis of Engagement: 
 
As noted above, the planning process sought to reach the full range of citizens who makeup 
Downtown’s population, workforce, and visitorship. During the online survey, and the online 
open house, we asked people to describe their relationship to Downtown, with the following 
cumulative results: 

● I live and work Downtown: 9.5% of participants 
● I live Downtown: 11.6% of participants 
● I work Downtown: 30.3% of participants 
● I come to Downtown occasionally: 48.6% of participants 

 
Throughout the planning process, the team worked to reach a broad constituency of Downtown 
residents, workers, and visitors. While in-person outreach was possible for the majority of the 
engagement process, the global pandemic and resulting lockdown drastically narrowed the 
ways the team could conduct and target outreach.  
 
The City’s new minimum submittal requirements for adoption of neighborhood plans were 
finalized in May of 2020 after the majority of the engagement activities were completed for this 
plan.  In Downtown planning work, it is critical to reduce the barriers to participation and limit the 
number of demographic questions asked of participants. Questions related to race/ethnicity, 
household income, and foreign-born population can discourage participation given their 
personal nature.  After the release of the minimum submittal requirements for adoption by PDA, 
the only remaining engagement activity included a final “open house” which needed to be held 



online due to the pandemic.  For these reasons, Design Downtown was unable to integrate 
detailed data around demographics and engagement.  
 
For reference, the racial/ethnic profile of those that live in Downtown as defined by the 2010 
Decennial Census, is: 

● 50.7% White alone 
● 39.6% Black or African American alone 
● 2.7% Hispanic or Latino 
● 4.3% Asian Alone 
● 1.8% Two or More Races 
● 0.4% Some Other Race alone 
● 0.3% American Indian and Alaska Native alone 

 
Recognizing the importance of ensuring participation of often underrepresented BIPOC voices, 
targeted outreach was conducted during the pandemic to encourage participation with the 
process.  This included outreach to the Urban League, Confluence Academy, radio station HOT 
104.1, African Chamber of Commerce St. Louis, and other Black leaders.  While the additional 
outreach increased participation from the Black community, it did not result in representative 
residential race data.  However, this was only one element of the community engagement 
process.  Other events and elements may have reached more Black community members. 
 
The full calendar of public engagement activities is available in Chapter 1: Introduction on pages 
22-23 of the Plan. 
 
TOPICAL COVERAGE 
 
Primary Topics: 
 
While Design Downtown STL is comprehensive in its coverage of a range of planning and urban 
design, certain issues emerged as important concerns during the public outreach phase. For the 
most part, these topics are addressed across multiple goals and are interrelated to other 
priorities recommended in the plan. The key topics that emerged in the “primary topics” category 
from the engagement and planning process include: 
 
Existing Conditions: 
*See Appendix #2 for a summary of existing conditions* 
 
Vision: Addressed in Chapter 03: Vision and Goals 
During the public outreach process, we asked participants to tell us how they would define 
Downtown today, and what they hoped to see for Downtown’s future. The result was a collection 
of the public’s hopes and aspirations for the future of Downtown St. Louis, summarized in a 



vision statement that defines the type of community we hope to create Downtown and the range 
of experiences we hope to foster.  
 

VISION STATEMENT: 
Downtown is the home of entrepreneurs, business leaders, makers, and dreamers; an 
energetic, inclusive and bustling community that reflects a mix of cutting-edge thinking 
and bold design.  
 
Downtown St. Louis is a dynamic place to live and stands out among the country’s 
most diverse neighborhoods as the only place with great restaurants, three major league 
sports teams, world-class cultural destinations, public spaces, and a national park and 
landmark all within a short walk, bike, or metro trip.  
 
Downtown is a place to grow. Downtown is the home to inclusive entrepreneurship 
and intentionally supports the needs of diverse and growing businesses. Jobs that start 
Downtown stay here, and so do the people who power the Downtown economy even as 
their careers and lifestyles evolve.  
 
Downtown is vibrant, ever-changing, and full of life. Downtown’s streets and public 
spaces are active places, full of people and activities, and the place where St. Louisans 
from across the City and region come together.  

 
Land Use & Zoning: Addressed in Goal 01: Housing and Goal 02: Economy 
Land Use & Zoning were discussed frequently in relation to the need to provide a range of 
housing types Downtown for different lifestyles and income levels, and to ensure that zoning 
was properly tailored to be nimble enough to allow for a wider range of business activity and 
include some form-based controls. 
 
Housing: Addressed in Goal 01: Housing 
Downtown has grown over the past 2 decades due to the creative financing for adaptive reuse 
of older, historic buildings. However, analysis and engagement with residents and developers 
indicate a series of issues that need to be addressed. The majority of the housing is currently 
priced on the upper end of the market with 18% reserved for those with incomes below 60% of 
the area median income. There is very little, if any, housing available for middle-income 
residents and households. The current housing environment is extremely narrow, consisting of 
either a “loft” or a high-rise apartment, with very little diversity in terms of size or design. Results 
from the last open house indicated that “new housing development” and “diversifying Downtown 
housing options” to include townhomes, micro-units, co-living and other models, ranked as the 
1st and 5th choice among all strategies. These other models of housing can help to provide a 
base of naturally affordable housing for residents. During the Design Downtown STL process, 
the importance of more housing for a variety of household types with a greater range of incomes 
was consistently stressed.  
 



Connectivity: Addressed in Goal 03: Mobility 
Underutilized land and major roads like Cole Street create a clear divide between Downtown 
and north St. Louis and the seven lanes of asphalt along Jefferson Avenue divides Downtown 
West from Midtown. Similarly, I-64, freight rail lines and Chouteau Avenue all form barriers 
between Downtown and south St. Louis. These conditions require Downtown to work that much 
harder to make clear connections to the Lafayette Square, Soulard, Old North and Jeff-Vander- 
Lou neighborhoods, and to promote development along Locust Street and the Grand Center 
Arts District. This topic builds on recent transportation planning for Downtown by creating a 
detailed set of recommendations for mobility solutions, including specific cross-sections for 
major streets. 
 
Sustainability: Addressed in multiple plan goals, but most distinctly in Goal 04: Open 
Space regarding increasing Downtown’s tree canopy 
Trees can be a powerful amenity that drives residential growth and economic development in 
downtowns. Trees also play an important role in improving the health of urban environments, 
cleaning the air, and making it more comfortable for pedestrians and cyclists to get around 
without a private car. Compared to other parts of St. Louis, Downtown lacks adequate tree 
cover, especially outside of its parks. As such, Design Downtown STL proposes a focused Tree 
Canopy Initiative to greatly expand the tree canopy Downtown. 
 
Implementing a tree planting campaign within the Downtown study area will expand the City’s 
urban canopy, help reduce the impact of urban heat island effect, filter pollution, dampen the 
noise of city streets, and create a more attractive and welcoming location to live and work. This 
includes planting trees in new and upgraded parks, but also along Downtown’s key corridors, 
boulevards and at primary gateways. Lastly, the plan proposes a structure for ongoing 
maintenance of the canopy to ensure long-term growth. 
 
Equity: Addressed in all 5 goals 
The COVID-19 pandemic has had catastrophic impacts, but it is a temporary phenomenon. The 
racial injustices that galvanized the protests against systemic racism are, in contrast, both 
historic and ongoing. Unintentional and intentional racial bias and persistent racial gaps in 
employment, income, education, and other opportunities too often limit the ability of African 
Americans and other people of color to thrive in our City and region. These gross discrepancies 
undermine our values of equity and justice, they hold families back generation after generation, 
and they also weaken our economy.  
 
Conventional economic recovery and growth is not sufficient to solve these persistent racial and 
ethnic inequities in our community. Toward this necessary end, Design Downtown STL 
recommends a series of strategies to simultaneously promote growth, equity of opportunity, and 
a Downtown that is safe and welcoming for all. These recommendations reflect what we heard 
from thousands of citizens and stakeholders who participated in Design Downtown STL’s 
extensive engagement process.  
 



Below is a brief description of how equity is addressed in each goal area: 
● Goal 01: Housing addresses equity by diversifying and expanding housing opportunities 

for all income levels, marketing the diversity of Downtown, broadening civic participation 
opportunities and diverse representation in civic groups, supporting the unhoused 
population, protecting Downtown affordability and encouraging new workforce housing, 
and working to create a safer Downtown for all. 

● Goal 02: Economy addresses equity by supporting inclusive entrepreneurship 
opportunities, pursuing alternative small business models and ways to support them, 
changing Downtown zoning to allow for a wider range of business activity, creating a 
legacy business historic preservation fund, expanding small business assistance, 
providing coordinated marketing for Downtown small businesses, and establishing a 
pipeline of young talent in Downtown. 

● Goal 03: Mobility addresses equity by redesigning streets and transportation 
infrastructure to make it easier and safer to get to and from, and around, Downtown 
without a car. This goal also emphasizes various supports to improve mass transit 
services and stations. 

● Goal 04: Open Space addresses equity by improving existing, and adding new, public 
open spaces and recreation opportunities Downtown, and seeks to improve the 
environment and air quality through a targeted tree planting initiative. 

● Goal 05: Arts addresses equity by programming intentionally for equity and inclusion, 
advocating for more free public programming, and creating opportunities for new and 
diverse artists and creatives to get funding for Downtown projects. 

 
Economic Development: Addressed in multiple plan goals, but most distinctly in Goal 02: 
Expand the downtown economy to support startups, entrepreneurs, existing and growing 
businesses 
A wide range of companies – from young startups to older legacy businesses and Fortune 1000 
companies – call Downtown home. The Downtown area, alone, supports 53,500 private sector 
jobs which is over one-quarter of the total private sector jobs in the City. When the total number 
of public sector jobs, coworking spaces with entrepreneurs, and the self-employed are factored 
in, the total estimated jobs in Downtown is over 66,000.  
 
Today, Downtown’s economic strengths include business and financial services; tourism; 
marketing, design, and publishing; and local entertainment and media. At least one-third of the 
total employment across the City in these jobs is located Downtown. Compared to national 
peers, however, Downtown has a lesser concentration of jobs and residents and has 
experienced slow job growth since the recession.  
 
These trends impact the health of local businesses - out of 511 total storefronts in Downtown, 
183 are empty. This high rate of vacancy indicates that there is simply too much space to fill 
with retail. Compared to cities including Cincinnati, Grand Rapids, Nashville and Milwaukee, St. 
Louis has about double the amount of retail space to fill as downtowns in those locations 
measured by frontage. This is due in part to the fact that retail within Downtown St. Louis is 



spread across it’s 2.2 square miles. There are some concentrations along Washington Avenue 
for instance, but there are currently too many gaps to foster the kind of active environment seen 
in these other cities. Downtown additionally suffers from the fact that only 20% of spending on 
retail and restaurants comes from Downtown residents. 80% of the dollars that support 
Downtown retailers and restaurants comes from visitors and office workers who are more prone 
to believe that Downtown is unsafe.  
 
Nationally, retail was struggling before the pandemic and now we face the prospect of 
supporting businesses in Downtown St. Louis in an extremely challenging context. Downtown 
needs to acknowledge that retail and restaurants should not and cannot go everywhere. New 
ideas and new businesses are needed to occupy vacant space and activate Downtown streets.  
 
The lower costs and available commercial space Downtown means that non-traditional users 
and businesses can potentially find a home in Downtown. Space-intensive businesses like 
artisanal production and prototyping could completely transform how commercial space is used, 
making outdated office space a desirable hub for small-scale manufacturing. Empty storefronts 
could be used to showcase eye-catching production methods.  
 
Downtown contains five shared office spaces and coworking spaces. Their presence speaks to 
the demand for flexible space with flexible lease arrangements. This type of diversification of the 
economy can complement Downtown’s traditional strengths in finance, business services and 
law but also support emerging geospatial activity tied to NGA West and T-REX. This is 
especially important as T-REX continues to position itself as a secure site for geospatial firms 
looking to establish a presence in St. Louis.  
 
Focusing on the needs of new businesses of all types brings unparalleled opportunities for 
inclusive entrepreneurship Downtown. Given Downtown’s employment density and ability to 
attract millions of tourists annually, food and retail are two key “testbed” areas for new business 
models, such as ghost kitchens, food truck commissaries, restaurant incubators, and broader 
food production and distribution last-mile solutions for delivery.  
 
These types of opportunities can foster a new generation of diverse business owners and small 
businesses, and allow Downtown to grow and diversify its economic base. St. Louis already has 
a national reputation in support for innovation and entrepreneurship (e.g., BioSTL, Cortex 
Innovation District, T-REX, and many others); these strengths can be instrumental and 
needle-moving when applied to “Main Street” businesses and diverse entrepreneurs. New 
programs are needed to tailor incentives for retail where possible and to ensure inclusive 
business opportunities within Downtown.  
 
Alongside these opportunities to innovate, there are opportunities for Downtown to support its 
existing strengths. Existing and legacy businesses are the backbone of Downtown and need 
support to ensure they remain a lasting presence. As noted, T-REX offers space to startups, 
with a special focus on tech firms. Upcoming anticipated City growth in tech-related occupations 



for software and geospatial activity could be captured by Downtown. Additionally, the creative 
economy, which consists of strengths like marketing, design, and publishing, and entertainment 
and media, has a long history in Downtown. Thriving on density and proximity, St. Louis 
creatives have gravitated toward Downtown and Midtown; the so-called “Midtown Alley” enables 
proximity to both peers and potential clients, and maximizes opportunities for collaboration 
amidst (friendly) competition. The creative economy can be strengthened by greater 
collaboration around common needs and interests.  
 
The strategies in the Plan to address these issues and opportunities related to economic 
development and to address economic development challenges exacerbated by the COVID-19 
pandemic include: 

● Targeting retail activity in key districts 
● Pursuing alternative retail / restaurant models and support resilient food production and 

distribution  
● Encouraging a broader set of economic activities Downtown  
● Increasing the utilization of currently vacant commercial space  
● Expanding business assistance to small- and mid-sized firms  
● Providing coordinated marketing for small businesses  
● Creating space for growth-stage tech firms  
● Supporting the growth of the creative economy Downtown  
● Increasing the presence of higher education institutions in Downtown  

 
Safety: Addressed in all 5 goals 
Consistently cited during this process is the perception and reality of crime in Downtown. The 
view of Downtown as a dangerous place is one of the most serious impediments to Downtown’s 
growth and development. Downtown crime is overwhelmingly related to car break-ins (like other 
major downtowns across the country). That does not mean crime is not a challenge, but crime 
rates do not take into account the 65,000+ employees and millions of annual visitors at a 
baseball game, convention or other event. The most important way to address the reality and 
perception of crime is more activity--more housing, more businesses and more programming. 
The more people we have on the street at all times of the day and night, the more welcoming 
Downtown will feel. For this reason, strategies to address safety are integrated throughout each 
of Design Downtown STL’s 5 goals:  

● Goal 01: Housing addresses safety with a focused array of actions aimed at creating a 
dynamic and safe Downtown neighborhood day and night, and adding eyes on the street 
and vibrancy Downtown by growing the Downtown resident population. 

● Goal 02: Economy addresses safety by focusing on strategies to add to the employment 
density Downtown and by proposing an array of strategies aimed at filling vacant 
ground-floor storefronts. 

● Goal 03: Mobility proposes an array of strategies to improve pedestrian, bicycle, and 
transit rider safety. 

● Goal 04: Open Space & Goal 05: Arts address safety by proposing a set of public space 
and programmatic improvements to add vibrancy and streetlife to Downtown. 



 
Implementation: Addressed in Chapter 05: Implementation 
Design Downtown STL presents an ambitious but pragmatic vision for the future of Downtown. 
Various Downtown entities and stakeholders will be required to maintain focus on the plan and 
work toward implementing its recommendations over the coming years. There is no one agency, 
project, or funding source that can do it alone – coordination will be critical to achieve the long 
term goals described in this plan.  
 
To truly guide investment, the work must be managed by a group of individuals, key 
organizations, and agencies that are committed to the Downtown vision, and to maintain 
momentum, progress must be tracked, communicated, and celebrated. There are a number of 
very active Downtown organizations and individuals, each of which has a direct stake in 
Downtown’s future and already contributes to activities that make Downtown what it is today.  
 
Central to success in bringing the plan’s ideas to reality is harnessing the capacity and expertise 
of varied Downtown partners and establishing a clear management structure charged with 
coordinating different initiatives, bringing key stakeholders together, fundraising, and taking on 
the task of driving different strategies forward. To help transition this planning effort into a 
sustainable management structure for implementation, local partners should work toward 
transitioning and expanding the Advisory Committee into a Design Downtown STL Task Force.  
 
To help hold implementation partners accountable, maintain momentum and morale, and 
measure the impact of implementation efforts, it is critical to diligently track all progress and 
share updates with the full Downtown community. An important early action will be to set up 
data entry systems that are fast, easy to use, and accessible to multiple partners poised to 
assist with regularly scheduled tracking reports. Sharing the progress reports with the public will 
keep them engaged and build confidence and momentum in the plan’s implementation.  
Additionally, to jumpstart implementation on new catalyst projects, a series of initiatives from the 
recommended strategies were identified as early actions. These represent new initiatives that, 
together, can have an enormous impact on the character of Downtown. These priority action 
items include: 
 

Inclusive Entrepreneurship Program: 
This key initiative is targeted toward expanding and diversifying the Downtown economy. 
As noted, two thirds of Downtown jobs are related to white collar office jobs and tourism. 
Many of the traditional office jobs like legal services, financial services and corporate 
headquarters are facing increased competition from other cities and from other locations 
in the region. Without question, the move of 1,000 USDA jobs from the Mark Twain 
industrial area to Downtown is a huge benefit for local businesses. To supplement these 
gains, broad-based growth is essential across a wide number of businesses. By 
supporting food businesses, creative offices and even some light manufacturing 
Downtown, we can continue to add jobs and people. Most importantly, by supporting a 
wide range of businesses, particularly those that are locally-owned and minority-owned, 



Downtown can offer real opportunities for inclusive entrepreneurship. This is a 
competitive advantage for St. Louis and something many other cities cannot offer due to 
high costs or limited available commercial space.  
 
Program, Program, Program: 
Much of this plan is about improving the Downtown experience in ways that make 
residents, employees, students, and visitors fall in love with Downtown St. Louis. Part of 
this calls for creating new spaces and new programs that give people reason to be 
Downtown, and part of this calls for finding new ways to help expand and/or deepen 
people’s connections with Downtown. An early action priority is to support a series of 
smaller projects that help people see Downtown in a new light, encouraging more people 
to walk, explore, and observe, to bring guests to favorite Downtown spots, and to learn 
to see and appreciate Downtown’s many unique features, histories, and present day 
stories. Many Advisory Committee members and other community members expressed 
that events and programming is perhaps the most important improvement needed in 
Downtown today.  
 
Diversify Downtown Housing: 
Downtown has grown over the past 2 decades due to the creative financing for adaptive 
reuse of older, historic buildings. Many of what were once empty structures are now lofts 
serving the Downtown population of just over 11,000 residents. Occupancy is high but 
there are limited buildings suitable for conversion to lofts - a reflection of how much has 
changed Downtown. For Downtown to continue to grow as a neighborhood, new housing 
construction is needed. 
 
Analysis and engagement with residents and developers indicate a series of issues that 
need to be addressed. The majority of the housing is currently priced on the upper end 
of the market with 18% reserved for those with incomes below 60% of the area median 
income. There is very little, if any, housing available for middle-income residents and 
households. The current housing environment is extremely narrow, consisting of either a 
“loft” or a high-rise apartment, with very little diversity in terms of size or design. Results 
from the last open house indicated that “new housing development” and “diversifying 
Downtown housing options” to include townhomes, micro-units, co-living and other 
models, ranked as the 1st and 5th choice among all strategies. These other models of 
housing can help to provide a base of naturally affordable housing for residents. During 
the Design Downtown STL process, the importance of more housing for a variety of 
household types with a greater range of incomes was consistently stressed. There are a 
few intertwined actions that need to be pursued quickly, including establishing a goal of 
25% of housing units priced below market rates, capitalizing a downtown housing fund to 
fill the financing gap for new construction, and considering the return of a downtown 
ambassador program. 
 
Tree Canopy Initiative: 



Trees can be a powerful amenity that drives residential growth and economic 
development in downtowns. Implementing a tree planting campaign within the Downtown 
study area will expand the City’s urban canopy, help reduce the impact of urban heat 
island effect, filter pollution, dampen the noise of city streets, and create a more 
attractive and welcoming location to live and work. This includes planting trees in new 
and upgraded parks, but also along Downtown’s key corridors, boulevards and at 
primary gateways. To do this right, there must be resources to not only plant trees, but 
also to maintain them.  
 
Capital Campaign/Fundraising for Infrastructure Upgrades: 
The implementation actions described above are programs intended to change the way 
Downtown looks and functions. They can be applied to many locations and marshall the 
resources and support of nearby property owners, businesses and other stakeholders. 
As programs, they require dedicated staffing and continued discussions to make sure 
they are designed to achieve the goals set out in Design Downtow STL.  
But Downtown is a place with very specific needs and opportunities. Design Downtown 
STL offers a wide range of specific physical improvements across Downtown to provide 
for a safer, more welcoming and attractive environment for residents, workers and 
visitors alike. An investment in the hardscape of Downtown including its streets, parks 
and infrastructure is critical but also difficult to do all at once. Budget limitations, 
competing ideas for available grants and the need for private investment and support 
often slow the pace of physical improvements. For these reasons, cities across the 
country carefully plan and sequence their capital expenditures. There are a few critical 
capital projects that have the potential to help transform how Downtown is perceived and 
used. These include coordinating with Brickline Greenway to create Market-Chestnut 
loop, activating civic commons with recreation spaces and green infrastructure, 
redesigning aloe plaza, and redesigning Tucker Boulevard. 

  
  
 Secondary Topics: 
 
The key topics that emerged in the “secondary topics” category from the engagement and 
planning process include: 
 
Arts & Culture: Addressed in Goal 05: Arts 
Much of this plan is about improving the Downtown experience in ways that make residents, 
employees, students, and visitors fall in love with Downtown St. Louis. Part of this calls for 
creating new spaces and new programs that give people reason to be Downtown, and part of 
this calls for finding new ways to help expand and/or deepen people’s connections with 
Downtown. Existing programming leans heavily towards ticketed major events that attract large 
crowds, but lacks the small to medium scale regular events that occur throughout the week and 
year in public spaces. Medium to small scale programming activities are even more salient as a 



means for addressing the fallout of COVID-19, as they can be deployed quickly and 
inexpensively to foster vibrancy and commerce Downtown. 
 
An early action priority is to support a series of smaller projects that help people see Downtown 
in a new light, encouraging more people to walk, explore, and observe, to bring guests to 
favorite Downtown spots, and to learn to see and appreciate Downtown’s many unique features, 
histories, and present day stories. Many Advisory Committee members and other community 
members expressed that events and programming is perhaps the most important improvement 
needed in Downtown today. Survey results during the public outreach process showed that 
“arts, cultural performances, and special events” ranked among the top three types of activities 
that residents, workers, and visitors like to patronize, both during the week and after work in the 
evenings and weekends. Public outreach participants also noted programming’s potential to 
foster a more diverse and inclusive Downtown. When asked what interventions would help to 
create an inclusive Downtown, 14% of participants said that Downtown should host more events 
such as pop-up markets and temporary street closures.  
 
Homelessness: Addressed in Goal 01: Housing 
Downtown plays a critical role in providing services to people in need. As with small and large 
downtowns across the country, Downtown St. Louis is the center of supportive services and the 
hub of the regional transit system. On any given night, there are approximately 1,100 unhoused 
population in St. Louis, of which about 20% are chronically unhoused. This means the vast 
majority are temporarily unhoused and, with assistance, can find shelter and/or employment to 
help them address their situation. St. Patrick Center, the City and other partners are actively 
working on a housing first policy to move those that are unhoused into housing. But these 
organizations also provide other necessary services to help people meet other critical daily 
needs including access to food, medical care, and mental health support. These services and 
activities must be supported and integrated into the further growth and development of 
Downtown. Design Downtown STL devotes a section of the housing chapter to a range of 
actions to expand services to unhoused residents, create a program to offer work opportunities, 
and to build public spaces that are hospitable to all. 
 
Focus Areas / Topics: 
 
The key topics that emerged in the “focus areas / topics” category from the engagement and 
planning process include: 
 
Parking & reducing automobile use & reliance: Addressed in multiple goals 
Today, Downtown St. Louis has a daytime population of approximately 75,000 people, more 
than triple the population of residents in Downtown. Major sports teams, conventions, and 
concerts bring huge crowds into Downtown, particularly during summer months. Day-to-day 
traffic wasn’t identified as a major issue in the planning process beyond a few complaints about 
specific intersections at rush hour or after major sporting events. But as Downtown’s economy 
strengthens, Downtown will face greater challenges to manage traffic and parking. A Downtown 



Parking Study is ongoing at the time of writing Design Downtown STL with a goal of 
understanding and planning for a more efficient parking system.  
 
Creating more transportation options available to people in Downtown and making it easier to 
link trips between modes, will encourage more of those that can to walk, bike or use transit. 
Ultimately, providing more transportation options ensures more equitable access to jobs and 
housing in and around Downtown. The existing transit service and recent policy around bike 
share operations are critical to ensuring Downtown’s growth is inclusive.  
 
A number of the plan’s goals address parking and automobile reliance directly, most notably: 

● Goal 01: Housing addresses a shared parking strategy 
● Goal 02: Economy addresses the need to update zoning to lower parking requirements 

that inhibit good development and businesses. 
● Goal 03: Mobility seeks to improve non-automotive mobility options for getting around, 

and to and from, Downtown. 
 
Vacancy Strategy 
While Downtown St. Louis accounts for a larger portion of the City’s footprint compared to peer 
cities, it has less concentrated job activity, and has had very weak private sector job growth 
compared to peer cities in the post-recession period. This issue is reflected in Downtown’s 
relatively high office vacancy rate of 19.7%, more than twice as high as the rest of the City. In 
addition, lingering vacancy in two major structures that, combined, amount to over 2 million 
square feet of space - the AT&T building and the Railway Exchange - remain a major stain on 
Downtown’s reputation. Additionally, high rates of vacancy are also impacting Downtown’s 
commercial corridors. Out of 511 total storefronts in Downtown, 183 are empty. This high rate of 
vacancy indicates that there is simply too much space to fill with retail. Addressing Downtown 
vacancy is even more urgent given the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, and the severe economic 
impact it is having on small businesses. 
 
Vacancy strategies in the plan focus both on vacant buildings and parcels that could be 
redeveloped for housing, and strategies for filling commercial spaces in the following areas: 

● Addressed in Goal 01: Housing. The housing goal focuses on the redevelopment of 
vacant parcels and historic buildings. 

● Goal 02: Economy. The economy goal focuses on strategies for filling vacant 
commercial spaces. 

 
 
LOCAL & REGIONAL IMPLEMENTATION 
 
Equitable Economic Development Strategy 
There was a high level of coordination between this plan and the Design Downtown STL 
process due to overlapping time frames and project teams.  Two of the plans key issues of 



population growth and diverse entrepreneurship opportunities are addressed specifically in 
Goals 01 and 02. 
 
Within the Equitable Economic Development Strategy, the Downtown Core is identified as a 
specific “employment area” with each strategy addressed in Design Downtown STL: 

1. Grow the level of private sector jobs - Goal 02 
2. Promote new retail and services in targeted areas - Goal 02 
3. Reuse ground floor commercial space for small business development and the creative 

sector - Goal 02 
4. Promote the integration of new residential growth - Goal 01 
5. Further enhance connections between Downtown and Laclede's Landing - Goal 04 
6. Evaluate new industrial mixed-use and flex space districts in Laclede's Landing - The 

Design Downtown STL process identifies Chouteau Landing and North Of Washington 
for similar uses 

 
STATUS: Consistent 
 
Sustainability Plan 
Each of the plan’s strategies are addressed specifically in the Design Downtown STL plan: 
 

● Urban Character, Vitality, & Ecology - Creating a vibrant urban environment is identified 
directly in the plan vision as well as the 5 goals 

● Arts, Culture & Innovation - Goal 05 seeks to uncover the stories, people, and places 
that make Downtown unique specifically through arts & culture 

● Empowerment, Diversity & Equity - Goal 02 Expanding the Downtown Economy to 
support startups, entrepreneurs, existing and growing businesses - and more specifically 
in the inclusive entrepreneurship program within the priority action items addresses this 
specifically. 

● Health, Well-Being & Safety - are embedded throughout the document but addressed 
more specifically in Goals 01 and 04. 

● Infrastructure, Facilities & Transportation - is addressed in Goal 03 with a priority given 
to creating a more diverse mobility network. 

● Education, Training & Leadership - is addressed specifically through empowering 
Downtown residents to enact change by taking a leadership role specifically in the 
Downtown Neighbors Association. 

● Prosperity, Opportunity & Employment - Goals 01 & 02 identify affordability, ease in 
starting businesses, access to support and capital, as well as available physical spaces, 
all as reasons to attract new businesses and residents to downtown. 

 
STATUS: Consistent 
 
Strategic Land Use Plan 



Design Downtown STL seeks to maintain the mixed use urban character of Downtown as 
classified in the Specialty Mixed Use Area in the Strategic Land Use Plan.  Particular blocks 
identified as Business/Industrial Preservation Areas in Downtown West north of Washington are 
consistent with the “Work/Industrial Space” identified in Design Downtown STL on Page 106. 
 
STATUS: Consistent 
 
Downtown St. Louis Transportation Study 
Design Downtown STL’s transportation recommendations align with the goals and 
recommendations of this study, and additionally flushes out specific design solutions for several 
of the study’s recommendations.  There are a few recommendations that differ regarding street 
redesigns and have been outlined below: 

● Locust.  The Transportation Study shows Locust with a two-way cycle track while Design 
Downtown STL shows a sharrow.  The plan diverged to account for the expressed desire 
by businesses to retain on street parking.  Olive Street emerged as a better bike 
connection due to already existing infrastructure west of 20th and excessive street width 
which can easily accommodate additional bike infrastructure.  

● Chestnut from Tucker to 15th.   The Transportation Study shows this stretch open to 
vehicular traffic with a bike lane.  Design Downtown STL shows this stretch closed to 
vehicular traffic while maintaining the bike lane which is what the Gateway Mall Master 
Plan depicts.  

● 8th Street.  The Transportation Study shows a two-way cycle track. Design Downtown 
STL shows the cycle track on 7th as designs/plans were already in motion before the 
planning process started. 

● Cole.  The Transportation Study shows a two-way cycle track.  Design Downtown STL 
shows no bike infrastructure as there was concern about conflicts with trucks and 
loading at America’s Center. 

STATUS: Amend streets outlined above 
 
St. Louis CBD Downtown Streetscape Design Manual 
The Streetscape Design Manual consists of two main parts; the first classifies individual streets 
into 4 distinct categories and the second details specific design standards for streets including 
tree types, lighting, benches, and other streetscape elements.  Only the first portion of the plan 
is relevant to the Design Downtown STL plan as individual streetscape elements were not 
analyzed.  It is recommended to repeal this plan as two more recent planning studies 
(Downtown St. Louis Transportation Study, Design Downtown STL) supersede the St. Louis 
CBD Downtown Streetscape Design Manual with more current on-the-ground conditions and 
public input.  The second portion of the plan (Design Manual) may be considered as a 
stand-alone document as it goes into a level of specificity that is not provided in the more recent 
planning efforts. 



STATUS: Repeal.  Consider the Design Manual section (absent street classifications) as a 
stand-alone document.  
 
Gateway Mall Master Plan 
 
Design Downtown STL follows the Gateway Mall Master Plan through the creation of individual 
“rooms” with their own unique character.  All references to the Gateway Mall can be found in 
Goal 04 - Invest in an Open Space Network to Provide Vibrant Public Spaces and Green 
Infrastructure Throughout Downtown. 
 
Individual “rooms” identified in the plan: 
 

● Kiener Plaza - Since the plan was adopted Kiener Plaza has been redeveloped.  Design 
Downtown STL focuses on programming the space rather than any physical changes 

● Citygarden - Design Downtown STL seeks no additional changes to Citygarden.  The 
Serra Sculpture block immediately to the west is called out as an area for improvement. 

● Civic Room - Design Downtown STL identifies the Civic Room as an opportunity to 
provide active programming in addition to contemplative spaces.  The plan also includes 
the closure of Chestnut Street into the proposed recommendations as shown in the 
Gateway Mall Master Plan 

● Neighborhood Room - Design Downtown STL does not include specific designs for this 
room but identifies improved stormwater management as an additional opportunity 

● Terminus - this room has been amended from the original Gateway Mall Master Plan to 
incorporate the new St. Louis City SC stadium.  Design Downtown STL folds those 
changes into the plan and identifies Aloe Plaza as a key area for improvement 

 
The Gateway Mall Master Plan also identifies the idea of a “hallway” as a continuous 
trail/walkway on the southern edge.  Design Downtown STL reinforces this concept with the 
addition of the Brickline Greenway on the southern edge. 
 
STATUS: Consistent 
 
North Riverfront Open Space and Redevelopment Plan 
 
The North Riverfront study area emcompasses a larger area than the Design Downtown STL 
process extending from the Eads Bridge to the Musial Bridge, Interstate 44 to the Mississippi 
River.  The plan included 9 key strategies, many of which align with Design Downtown STL. 
 

1. Engage The River - A similar goal is identified in Goal 4 - Continue to connect and 
celebrate the River 

2. Connect to the Central Riverfront - Improved connections to the river are discussed in 
Goal 4 - Transform infrastructure barriers into artful gateways 



3. Enhance Viewsheds - Viewsheds were not explicitly considered in Design Downtown 
STL but would be in line with the proposed Vision and Goals. 

4. Extend the Green Network - The idea of a green network is discussed in Goal 3 - create 
a network of Downtown “boulevards” 

5. Leverage Our New Front Door - Design Downtown STL does not discuss better 
connections to the Stan Musial Bridge as it was outside the plan’s study area. 

6. Strengthen the Street Grid - The reestablished connection of Lucas Avenue with Lumiere 
Place Boulevard occurred during the Design Downtown STL process, helping to 
strengthen the street grid within Laclede's Landing 

7. Link to Public Transit - Improved public transit for Laclede’s Landing is not discussed in 
Design Downtown STL but would be in line with the proposed Vision and Goals. 

8. Catalyze Existing Building Fabric - Creating a mixed use neighborhood within Laclede’s 
Landing is discussed in Goal 01 - Encourage new housing development  

9. Harness the Energy of the River - Energy production is not discussed in Design 
Downtown STL but would be in line with the proposed Vision and Goals. 

 
One key recommendation that is shared in both plans is the idea to create a continuous green 
space between Leonor K Sullivan Boulevard and Commercial Alleyway. 
 
STATUS: Consistent 
 
Downtown Development Action Plan  
 
Design Downtown STL serves as a new plan for the Downtown St. Louis neighborhood.  Many 
of the goals to revitalize and enliven Downtown remain consistent with the Downtown 
Development Action Plan, however, this plan has identified new and modern ways to do so with 
community input and guidance.  In addition, the Downtown Development Action Plan includes 
Carr and Columbus Square within the Study Area but does not discuss them in detail.  The 
eventual inclusion in a Project Connect Neighborhood Plan will allow for the development of 
more specific planning in these neighborhoods. 
 
STATUS: Repeal and Replace with Design Downtown STL and future Project Connect 
neighborhood plans 
 
NON-ADOPTED CITY-WIDE & REGIONAL PLANS & REPORTS 
 
Equity Indicators Report 
The Equity Indicators Report ranks St. Louis’ Equity Score as 45.47 on a scale of 1 to 100, with 
100 being perfectly equitable.  Design Downtown STL hopes to improve that score in a variety 
of different ways particularly within the Opportunities to Thrive segment of indicators. 
 
Opportunities to Thrive outlines numerous indicators across three topics: 
 



1. Financial Empowerment: 39.75 - Design Downtown STL looks to improve 
unemployment, median household income, adult poverty, high wage occupations, and 
business ownership through the Inclusive Entrepreneurship Program identified in the 
priority implementation chapter which looks to bring a diverse mix of new businesses 
owners and workers into Downtown.  Design Downtown STL also looks to address 
severe rent burden and homeownership in Goal 01 which looks to provide numerous 
new affordable housing opportunities for Downtown. 

2. Neighborhoods: 48.25 - Design Downtown STL looks to improve vacant lots through 
inclusive programming opportunities identified in Goal 05.  The Equity Indicators Report 
does not identify Access to Parks as an issue, but as it is a regional plan it does not 
accurately display the on the ground conditions for Downtown.  The Design Downtown 
STL process identified a lack of access to parks as a particular issue for residents and 
looks to improve it in Goal 04 

3. Health & Safety: 39.75 - Design Downtown STL identified specific strategies to address 
the unhoused population in Strategy 1.4 Support the Unhoused Population.  Various 
strategies within Goal 03 look to improve the pedestrian network and prevent injury. 

 
 
STATUS: Consistent 
 
Forward Through Ferguson Report 
Forward Through Ferguson is a regional policy initiative but its goals are clearly echoed in 
Design Downtown STL through strategies around affordable housing, inclusive employment 
opportunities, and public transit investments.  Specific priorities are directly correlated to the 
Equity Indicators Report outlined above and fall within three key topics; Youth at the Center, 
Opportunity to Thrive, and Justice for All.  Please see the Equity Indicators Report above to see 
how Design Downtown STL directly addressed the priorities outlined in Opportunity to Thrive 
which is the most relevant priority to the Downtown area. 
 
STATUS: Consistent 
  
Great Rivers Greenway Citizen-Driven Regional Plan 
Planned trails identified by Great Rivers Greenway are fully incorporated into Design Downtown 
STL with the Brickline Greenway identified as a key implementation piece. 
 
STATUS: Consistent 
 
East-West Gateway Connected 2045 
This plan shares many common goals around improving transportation options for residents. 
The specific plan goal to “improve access to and mobility within the central core by all modes to 
increase the attractiveness of St. Louis and strengthen the regional economy” is directly 
addressed in Goal 03 of Design Downtown STL with investment priorities such as the 
North/South Metrolink reflected in the plan as well. 



 
STATUS: Consistent 
 
OneSTL 
OneSTL is a regional plan to connect St. Louis communities around a common vision.  The four 
plan values are tangentially related to Design Downtown STL: 
 

1. “Our Residents: a diversified and educated population with an entrepreneurial spirit is 
the key to meeting the challenges of an unpredictable future.”  A diverse population 
(Goal 01) as well as building on the entrepreneurial spirit ( Goal 02) are both identified in 
Design Downtown STL.\ 

2. “Our Communities: individual but interdependent communities give us the distinctive 
identity, affordable lifestyles and approachable amenities necessary to attract and retain 
residents.”  Goal 01 seeks to realize Downtown’s potential as the true urban 
neighborhood for St. Louis. 

3. “Our Rivers: the foundation of our rich ecosystem and biodiversity, trade, agricultural 
productivity, and distinctive geography are our rivers.”  Goal 03 specifically calls out 
improvements to riverfront open space (recommendation 4.4) as well as improved 
connections to the river (recommendation 4.5) 

4. “Our Location: centrality and access to the Midwest and the Nation are the building 
blocks to a prosperous future in a global economy.”  Goals 01 and 02 specifically call out 
St. Louis’ affordability as an asset to attract businesses and residents. 

 
STATUS: Consistent 
 
Metro - Moving Transit Forward 
This plan identified 2 key transit proposals that impact Downtown: 

1. Northside/Southside metrolink extension 
2. BRT along highway routes 

a. I-64 BRT 
b. I-70 BRT 
c. I-55 BRT 
d. I-44 BRT 

Conversations with transit officials prioritized Metrolink expansion over BRT routes and was thus 
incorporated into the plan as a proposed investment (Chapter 01 Introduction).  Metrolink 
recommendations focus more on improving the transit experience for current riders, with the 
understanding that the infrastructure will be expanded and accommodated at a future date. 
 
STATUS: Consistent 
 
Community Health Improvement Plan 
This plan identified 4 specific health priorities: 

1. Access to Health Care 



2. Behavioral Health (Mental Health and Substance Abuse) 
3. Prevention – Obesity and Sexually Transmitted Infections 
4. Healthy and Safe Environments – Asthma 

The Design Downtown STL plan focuses mostly on the healthy and safe environments priority 
(Goal 01 -  Recommendation 1.6 Create a dynamic and safe Downtown neighborhood day and 
night, Goal 03 - recommendations to increase mobility options, Goal 05 - multiple 
recommendations). 
 
STATUS: Consistent 
 
Citywide Market Value Analysis  
Downtown is classified mostly as “B” with some areas “Uncategorized” due to minimal sales. 
The area bound by Tucker to the east, Washington to the North, 18th to the West, and Pine to 
the South, has the lowest classification Downtown with a “D” ranking.  This area is targeted as a 
potential area for new infill housing development because of the large number of surface 
parking lots and adjacencies to other assets - see Recommendation 1.1 “Encourage New 
Housing Development”. 
 
STATUS: Consistent 
 
The Vacancy Collaborative 
Design Downtown STL addresses vacancy on multiple levels: 

● Building Vacancy - see Recommendation 1.1 “Encourage New Housing Development” 
● Storefront Vacancy - see Recommendation 2.4 “Increase the Utilization of Currently 

Vacant Commercial Space” 
● Vacant Land - see Recommendation 4.3 “Infill Vacant Lots with Pop-Up Parks to Serve 

Existing Residents & New Uses” 
 
There are additional parallels between the Vacancy Collaborative Work Plan and Design 
Downtown STL recommendations: 

● Transparent and equitable development and reinvestment - Promote effective strategies 
for vacant lots.  Design Downtown outlines potential programming as well as green 
space opportunities on vacant lots in Goals 04 and 05. 

● Vacant Property Owner Accountability - Develop the next iteration of the vacancy portal. 
Design Downtown outlines specific recommendations around providing a publicly 
accessible clearing house of vacant properties. 

● Engagement and capacity building of neighborhood residents - Increase capacity of 
neighborhood residents to work collectively; strengthen neighborhood association 
ecosystem.  Design Downtown outlines specific recommendations about improving the 
Downtown Neighborhood Association (DNA) in Goal 01. 

 
STATUS: Consistent 
 



The Green City Coalition 
Design Downtown STL talks specifically about turning vacant land into community green spaces 
in Recommendation 4.3 “Infill Vacant Lots with Pop-Up Parks to Serve Existing Residents & 
New Uses” 
 
STATUS: Consistent 
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96 INTERVIEWS TO DATE

DOWNTOWN IS DISCONNECTED: From nearby neighborhoods but also internally -
“Whenever we go to lunch, we’ll go to Washington Avenue and I’m sure there are places we 
don’t know about and think about. Anything on 4th or Broadway, I just don’t think about that 
area. Even Downtown is cut up. Seems like we all stay within 2 or 3 blocks of where we are.”

BUT ALSO TOO MUCH COMPETITION: Downtown is up against other mixed-use places and 
saddled with a negative perception which hampers investment - “You put this in Midtown, you will get it 
leased. You put this Downtown, no one shows interest.”

THERE IS SO MUCH POTENTIAL HERE: There is so much to build upon – there are rich assets 
here but…“There’s a feeling of almost-and-not-quite.”

A FEW COMMON THEMES:



96 INTERVIEWS TO DATE

THERE ISN’T ENOUGH DENSITY OR THINGS TO DO: There is an overall lack of 
density Downtown - “We have a lot of national clients who come in to STL. They say, 
‘where is everybody?’”

A FEW COMMON THEMES (cont.):

DOWNTOWN IS PERCEIVED AS UNSAFE: Perception is reality here for too many –
the lack of density feeds the perception - “It’s really hard to get the top employers to come 
down here because STL crime is badly represented.”

PARKING / INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS TO BE ADDRESSED: There is debate 
about whether parking is really an issue but universal agreement on the need to update 
the look and feel of Downtown’s streets - “STL is hard to get around, parking sucks and all 
these one-way streets don’t work well.”
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ONLINE OPEN HOUSE:

604 PARTICIPANTS





A few key open house take-aways: There was a lot of interest and discussion 
in making Downtown home to a wide range of businesses



A few key open house take-aways: There was a lot of interest and discussion 
in making Downtown home to a wide range of businesses



A few key open house take-aways: There were no shortage of ideas for Tucker



• Q1: hidden gems
• Q2: What types of programming? - multiple 

choice, maybe focus on showing top 5 (there 
were a lot of choices)
• Q3: What other types of programming? -
show top suggestions with hearts - Ben has 
an idea of how you could do this

Sarah - ‘’ ‘’
A few key open house take-aways: Programming ideas were supported with a 
clear emphasis on temporary programming including festivals and concerts.

https://www.surveylegend.com/s/2c7w
https://www.surveylegend.com/s/2br6
https://interface-studio.padlet.org/team75/h3fv5dbbefww1m2x


A few key open house take-aways: Housing was the big winner in terms of 
priorities – more housing and housing of different types



FINAL COMMENTS: The primary question related to “safety” but overall there was 
great support and enthusiasm for the online event
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Existing Conditions Analysis 
The following memo summarizes the results of the existing conditions analysis conducted during 
Phase I & Phase II of the Design Downtown STL planning project. 
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF DOWNTOWN ST. LOUIS 

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE EARLY CITY 

St. Louis was first established Downtown due to its relationship with the Mississippi River, and 
grew to become a major port and hub of economic activity. In 1849 Downtown was decimated by 
the “Great Fire” which destroyed 430 buildings Downtown. As a result, the River District was rebuilt 
with brick, stone and steel instead of wood. Though the Mississippi River continued its role as the 
economic engine of Downtown, issues with flooding led to the development of flood walls to 
protect against rising water, beginning the process of a slow disconnection from the River that 
fueled Downtown’s early growth. 

By the turn of the century, the City of St. Louis had grown into a center for commerce, trade, and 
manufacturing with Downtown serving as its economic hub. One of Downtown’s primary industries 
was fashion, which was centered along Washington Avenue and in an area that today is still known 
as the Garment District. The fashion industry of the late 19th and early 20th century helped fuel 
growth Downtown and spurred the development of many of the historic buildings that have been 
converted to modern uses such as lofts, offices, and hotels. All of this history is visible today, with 
numerous historic buildings and 12 different historic districts providing a reminder of Downtown’s 
past. 

A CITY NOT AFRAID TO DO BIG THINGS 

St. Louis has never been afraid to do big things to spur revitalization, growth, and development. In 
1923, in an effort to modernize the historic core, voters approved a bond to widen some streets 
and build new government buildings.  This meant literally chopping off the frontage of some 
structures. The legacy today are some very wide streets Downtown, some of which are wider than 
nearby highways. The Gateway Mall, a product of the City Beautiful movement, was an ambitious 
plan to add a linear park from the Mississippi River to the west, a vision that the City pursued for 
decades. In the 1930s, an idea for a major monument to revive the waterfront found support, 
leading to a major change to Downtown’s built fabric and produced one of the nation’s most iconic 
structures, the Gateway Arch. This past decade, the City doubled down on this iconic asset, raising 
funds to support a significant redesign of the Gateway Arch National Park in order to better 
connect the park to Downtown. These initiatives, and many others, are indicative of St. Louis’ 
ability to do big things in order to help Downtown grow and prosper. 
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DOWNTOWN TODAY 
Downtown has long served as the place that brings everyone together. It is the economic, cultural, 
and civic core of the St. Louis region - a center for sports, celebrations, music & culture, as well as 
a center for civic celebrations and protests. 

Downtown is a jobs center, with a daytime population of approximately 75,000 people, not 
including the many visitors from the region and across the world who come in for Cardinals games 
or to see world-class attractions like the Gateway Arch. Yet Downtown is not just a center of 
employment and tourism, but also a growing neighborhood. Downtown’s residential population has 
grown significantly, nearly doubling in the past decade to more than 11,000 residents. 

The impact of the density of residents, workers, and visitors is muted by Downtown’s size, as 
Downtown St. Louis accounts for a larger portion of the City’s footprint compared to peer cities, 
has less concentrated population and job activity, and has had the weakest private sector job 
growth compared to peer cities in the post-recession period. This issue is reflected in 
Downtown’s relatively high office vacancy rate of 19.7%, more than twice as high as the rest of the 
City. This is in part because of vacancy issues with the AT&T building and the Railway Exchange, 
both of which are clustered in Downtown’s office core. Downtown also faces the challenge of 
competition for workers and residents from other walkable urban cores in the region.  
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KEY ISSUES 

1. THERE’S SO MUCH POTENTIAL IN DOWNTOWN 

• Downtown has momentum, spurred by its fundamental strengths as an urban center, as well 
as by significant investments and projects that have already been completed or that are in 
the pipeline. 

o Downtown’s walkability and density are frequently cited as fundamental strengths, 
though there is significant room for improvement in both areas. “Downtown’s 
walkability is its main asset”. “There has still been an appetite to come to the City 
and that’s true for Downtown. It’s just not the growth rate we want”. 

o New and popular public spaces such as Gateway Arch National Park, Kiener Plaza, 
and City Garden have greatly improved the public realm of Downtown. “The Arch is 
definitely more integrated into Downtown than it used to be”.  “City Garden and 
redevelopment of the Mall has been really positive – there are always people in City 
Garden.” 

o Support for small businesses, entrepreneurs, and the City’s tech sector have been 
bolstered by T-Rex, Cortex, the proposed NGA development, and the Arch Grants 
competition. “With Cortex and T-REX, the City has been extremely successful”. 

o STL Made, a collaborative effort to improve how the City tells its story, is making 
inroads to changing perceptions by highlighting individuals and accomplishments 
that are moving St. Louis forward. “Downtown has always got a great energy. It’s 
just hard to get new people to understand that”. 

o Downtown is also gaining ground by capitalizing on its core assets, such as the 
development of Ballpark Village and the Cupples Station area, which builds on 
Downtown’s role as a sports and entertainment hub. “Baseball is the one thing that 
unites the region and it happens in Downtown”. 

o Upcoming projects, such as the MLS Stadium, Convention Center Expansion, and 
St. Louis Aquarium at Union Station have the potential to further expand the 
economic impact of Downtown’s sports and entertainment sector. 

• While these fundamental strengths and assets give Downtown momentum, a strategy is 
needed to ensure assets don’t become islands unto themselves. Recent and proposed 
developments are geographically spread out across Downtown, providing multiple centers of 
gravity with little to connect these assets into a cohesive sense of place. 

2. DOWNTOWN NEEDS MORE RESIDENTS 

• Much of Downtown residential growth has been accommodated through the conversion of 
older buildings into residential lofts, made possible through the use historic tax credits. 
However, Downtown is running out of old buildings to reuse, and with little market for new 
construction, a new approach is needed to create more housing Downtown. Very few people 
used to live Downtown. Now there are almost 7,700 housing units. 
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• Much of Downtown’s residential density is clustered into distinct areas or buildings, and 
these clusters are physically isolated from one another. This results in an overall population 
density for Downtown that is actually lower than the rest of St. Louis (6.3 residents per 
acre vs 8.0 in the rest of the city), despite Downtown’s primary housing stock of mid- to 
high-rise residential and mixed-used buildings.  

• Compared to other parts of the region, Downtown stands out for its socioeconomic 
diversity, and the racial composition of Downtown is similar to the City of St. Louis as a 
whole. Since 2010, Downtown’s population has maintained its diversity while seeing 
substantial residential growth. 

• Since 2010, the Downtown population has grown younger. 15% of residents are between the 
ages of 18-24 years, many of which likely represent college students from surrounding 
universities. More than a third of Downtown’s population is made up of 25-34 year olds, 
indicative of Downtown’s role as a popular place to live for young professionals. 

• The Downtown population is more likely to have a college degree than the rest of the city, 
with over 50% of residents over 25 holding a Bachelor’s Degree or higher. 

• Downtown’s population is also less likely to be unemployed or live in poverty. Downtown’s 
unemployment rate of 6% is lower than the 9% unemployment rate of the City, and on par 
with the 6% unemployment rate of the County. Downtown’s poverty rate of 16% is lower than 
the 25% poverty rate of the City. 

• A key advantage for living Downtown is proximity to where you work – many Downtown 
residents also work there, and the majority of residents who commute out of Downtown for 
work are going to employment hubs elsewhere in the central core, including Cortex, the 
Central West End, SSM, and Clayton. 

• Downtown employees come from all over the region, including a substantial portion of 
commuters from Illinois. Downtown employers have cited the ease of getting Downtown for 
their Illinois employees as being a key advantage over other employment hubs further west in 
the County. 

3. THERE IS NOT ENOUGH TO DO DOWNTOWN 

• Downtown suffers from a high number of vacant storefronts. Of the 539 storefronts 
Downtown, 116 of them are currently empty. This is punctuated by large areas of entirely 
vacant land or buildings, which account for 85 acres or approximately 7% of Downtown’s land 
area. “What is the point of coming Downtown when there’s nothing for residents to do? The 
Arch grounds is attractive from the tourist perspective. It’s not like Chicago where there’s a 
lot of shopping to do.” 

• This is punctuated by large areas of entirely vacant land or buildings, which account for 85 
acres or approximately 7% of Downtown’s land area. 

• Downtown benefits from having a relatively high share of jobs with high wages, providing the 
potential to support additional food, services, and retail spending. Downtown however, like 
the City, is leaking retail sales dollars to the County. 
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• Downtown accounts for (est.) 12% of total potential food/goods/service spending in St. 
Louis on only 3.5% of the city’s land.  Because Downtown spending is dominated by workers, 
it might require different retail models than the rest of St. Louis, and a strategy that 
accounts for the trend of retail sales dollars leaking to the County. 

• Since 2015, permits for Downtown amenities have been highly skewed towards food and 
away from retail and have been pulled almost exclusively for areas north of Gateway Mall. 

• Tourism spending will play a major role in supporting amenities.  Better data is needed on 
this.  

4. DOWNTOWN NEEDS TO FOCUS JOB GROWTH AROUND ITS ECONOMIC 
ADVANTAGES 

KEY ECONOMIC CLUSTERS 
• 80% of Downtown’s workforce is concentrated in 5 employment clusters – Business and 

Financial Services; Local Commercial Services; Tourism; Local Utilities; and Marketing, 
Design, and Publishing.  In each of these clusters, Downtown accounts for at least one-third 
of total St. Louis employment. 

• The largest cluster, Business and Financial Services, accounts for almost 15,000 jobs.  
Downtown has strengths in each of the key sub-clusters: Financial Services, 
Banks/Insurance, and Business Services.   

• We need to leverage Clayton and Downtown St. Louis as complementary regional assets 
while also capitalizing upon what makes Downtown St. Louis unique.  

• Tourism has a particular strength in sports tourism Downtown. This will only expand with the 
entrance of MLS into the market.   

• Marketing, Design, and Publishing is another important traded cluster in the Downtown 
economy.   

• There is a growing tech presence in and around Downtown, centered on software and 
geospatial, that is likely to grow exponentially with the completion of the NGA site.  This 
could be a significant growth opportunity.  

DOWNTOWN IN THE REGION 
• While Downtown St. Louis is significantly larger than Clayton, with respect to land area, 

population, and private sector employment, both areas have similar economic strengths, 
with substantial clusters in Business and Financial Services; Local Commercial Services; 
Tourism; Marketing, Design, and Publishing;  Real Estate; and Civic Organizations.   

• Both Downtown St. Louis and Clayton have a strong Business and Financial Services sector. 
While Downtown St. Louis has more than double the number of jobs in this sector at 
14,800, Clayton’s 6,200 jobs (within a much smaller geography), indicate Clayton’s 
strength in attracting these businesses. Downtown St. Louis retains the advantage of being 
convenient to employees and customers in Illinois and in being located in the historic core. 
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• The Cardinals, the Blues, and the upcoming MLS Stadium give Downtown St. Louis’s tourism 
industry a clear advantage over Clayton. While this has helped Downtown St. Louis perform 
well in Accommodations and Related Services, neither Downtown St. Louis nor Clayton have 
been able to leverage this economic advantage to better support area restaurants and bars. 

• Downtown St. Louis is unique from Clayton in that it has a much stronger Marketing, Design, 
and Publishing cluster. 

5. THE NARRATIVE NEEDS TO BE CHANGED 

• The majority of people we spoke to consistently cited the perception of crime in Downtown, 
and view of Downtown as a dangerous place, as a serious impediment to Downtown’s growth 
and development. This perception is reinforced by the media, which often conflates crime in 
other parts of the City with Downtown, further fueling the perception that Downtown is 
dangerous. “The only consistent narrative is about how dangerous it is”. “It’s really hard to get 
the top employers to come down here because St. Louis crime is badly represented.” 

• However, Downtown crime is overwhelmingly related to car break-ins (like other major 
downtowns across the country).  That does not mean crime is not a challenge, but crime 
rates do not take into account the 75,000+ employees and tens of thousands of visitors on a 
regular basis for either a baseball game, convention or other event.  36% of all crimes 
downtown are auto-related (auto theft, motor vehicle larceny, robbery – carjacking, hit & 
run). 

• Negative perceptions are reinforced by how Downtown St. Louis looks and feels. Large 
vacancies, such as at the AT&T Building and Railway Exchange, reinforce the narrative of a 
Downtown in decline. 

• Compounding this challenge is that Downtown must compete against several other options 
in the region for those who prefer a walkable urban setting (for play, work, or living). This 
means that these negative perceptions about Downtown impact where these urbanites 
choose to go out, locate their businesses, and live. “You put this in Midtown, you will get it 
leased. You put this Downtown, no one shows interest.” 

• There is a need for a counter-narrative to showcase all the great things going on Downtown. 
STL Made was often cited by interviewees as a step in the right direction for pushing a 
positive narrative about St. Louis. “What holds us back is us – STL Made finally gets it” “We 
need an edgier and cooler way to tell people why they need to be here.” “We have an amazing 
food scene, music scene, and things but it seems like we’re trying to keep this all a secret”. 

6. WE NEED MORE STREET ACTIVITY 

• Many of the negative perceptions stem from, and are reinforced by, how Downtown streets 
look and feel. “We have a lot of national clients who come in to St. Louis. They say, ‘where is 
everybody?’” 

• The quality of the street experience can be quantified and mapped to better understand the 
challenges and fine-tune targeted solutions. To do so, we measured the “street frontage” of 
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every block and building Downtown.  An “excellent” frontage includes an active ground floor 
use, windows and a door.  An “unfavorable” frontage is empty, a parking lot or blank wall.   

• This analysis showed that while there are some concentrated areas of favorable 
streetscapes, the majority of Downtown’s streetscapes (83%) are unfavorable, a category 
which includes parking garages & lots, blank windowless walls, and long expanses of 
reflective glass without entrances. “Eyes and ears on the street are what we need for public 
safety”. 

7. DOWNTOWN FACES SOME ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES 

WATER 
• Downtown’s environmental conditions helped shape its development. Chief among these 

environmental conditions were the waterways of the Mississippi and the Mill Creek and 
Chouteau Pond at Downtown’s southern edge. 

• Overtime, the Chouteau Pond and Mill Creek were filled in, and became a hub for 
transportation infrastructure, accommodating I-64, the rail lines, and passenger rail stations 
within their historic footprint. 

• Water still drains towards the former site of the Creek and Pond, but is now conveyed 
through a complex system of pipes that collect water as it flows downhill to help drain excess 
stormwater away from the City. 

• This underlying ecology is important to understand, as it relates to potential stress points 
that could impact Downtown and the City’s aging stormwater infrastructure. 

ENVIRONMENTAL COMFORT 
• The urban form of Downtown has resulted in an area that is largely devoid of trees, a distinct 

contrast to the denser tree canopy found throughout many other areas of the City. 

• Downtown’s existing canopy is sparse, with the exception of Gateway Arch National Park and 
certain sections of the Gateway Mall. 

• The impact of Downtown’s minimal tree canopy is reflected in a map of how the urban heat 
island effect, where urbanized areas experience higher temperatures than less developed 
areas due to the fact that common elements of the urban environment – streets, sidewalks, 
parking lots roofs, tend to absorb heat. A map of the city’s urban heat island effect shows 
highly elevated temperatures across nearly all of Downtown. 

• The challenge of designing a more hospitable environment Downtown is further complicated 
by shadow cover experienced throughout the year. In the summer, many parts of Downtown 
have very few areas of shade, while shadows cover much more area in the winter. As the 
team considers improvements to public space, we need to be mindful of shadows to ensure 
any new landscape has the sun necessary to grow. 

8. THERE ARE OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVED AND NEW PUBLIC SPACES 
DOWNTOWN 
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OPEN SPACE ANALYSIS 
• Downtown’s open space is made up of many different park types, with Gateway Arch National 

Park and the Gateway Mall being the most prominent. 

• Citywide, St. Louis has approximately 11.1 acres of open space per 1,000 inhabitants, with 
Downtown having a similar ratio of 11.5 acres per 1,000 inhabitants. This however, is roughly 
half of the 20 acres per 1,000 inhabitants recommended by the National Recreation and 
Parks Association, and if the daytime population of Downtown is taken into account, the 
ratio drops to 1.7 acres per 1,000 daytime users. 

• The City of St. Louis has fewer acres per 1,000 inhabitants when compared to peer cities, 
with cities such as Dallas, Cincinnati, and Louisville having more than twice the number of 
acres per inhabitants as St. Louis. 

• While Downtown’s open spaces are within a 5-minute walk (¼ mile) of most of Downtown, 
access to these spaces is severely restricted due to the many barriers in the urban fabric 
(e.g. wide, fast moving roadways, infrastructure, and land uses) that discourage pedestrian 
travel across different parts of Downtown. 

• Downtown’s open space is a mix of publicly and privately owned land, though Downtown St. 
Louis is unique in the share of its most prominent open spaces that are controlled by the 
federal government. Downtown’s open spaces consist of a mix of both hard and softscape 
surfaces which help define the character and use of each park. 

• Active programming (e.g. concerts, events, etc.) and visitor amenities (e.g. fountains, 
monuments, playgrounds, sport fields/courts) help enliven open spaces by providing multiple 
uses attractive to a variety of visitors. Downtown has some programmed spaces and 
amenities, but a substantial portion of Downtown open spaces consist of passive or 
underutilized/unfavorable spaces. 

• Passive spaces are not necessarily problematic, but in the case of Downtown St. Louis, the 
majority of these spaces suffer from being in poor physical condition and have noticeable 
signs of neglect. 

• The quality of the street experience surrounding an urban open space can greatly impact its 
use. Isolating the quality of frontages that surround Downtown’s parks reveals that the 
majority of Downtown’s open spaces are ringed by inactive or unfavorable frontages. And 
while many of Downtown’s open spaces have multiple access points, there are relatively few 
access points to Downtown’s signature park, the Gateway Arch, due to barriers created by 
the highway. 

PRELIMINARY OPEN SPACE OPPORTUNITIES 
• Broadly speaking, there are four main areas for open space improvements Downtown. 

o In Downtown West, there is the opportunity for the development of new open 
spaces through vacant lot activation or the creation of small, neighborhood-serving 
park spaces. 

§ Precedents: The Fields Park by Koch LA in Portland, OR; 103rd Street 
Community Garden by Scape in New York, NY 
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o The Gateway Mall has the opportunity to be activated by reprogramming dormant 
spaces and adding enhancements along the length of the Mall that give people a 
reason to visit and create vibrancy. The potential impact of upgrading the Gateway 
Mall can be seen in the popularity of the two portions of the Mall that were recently 
redesigned, Kiener Plaza and City Garden.  

§ Precedents: Dilworth Park by Olin in Philadelphia, PA; Grand Park by RCH in 
Los Angeles, CA; Millenium Park by SOM, GGN, and Gehry in Chicago, IL; 
Tanner Springs Park by Ramboll Studio Dreiseitel in Portland, OR. 

o There is the opportunity to improve the health and resiliency of Downtown’s local 
ecology and stormwater infrastructure through the creation of park space that 
doubles as green infrastructure. 

§ Precedents: Zollverein Park by Planergruppe in Essen, Germany; Park AM 
Gleisdreieck by Atelier Loidl in Berlin, Germany; Schöneberger Südgelände 
Park by Group Odious in Berlin, Germany. 

o Lastly, building on existing proposals for new development and park space in 
Laclede’s Landing and the North Riverfront, there is the opportunity to better 
connect Downtown to these neighborhoods and amenities by improving the 
existing street connections that run underneath the I-44 highway overpass. 

§ Precedents: Underpass Park by PFS Studio, Toronto, Canada 

9. DOWNTOWN IS DISCONNECTED 

• Downtown’s urban form has many gaps and barriers that impede pedestrian activity and keep 
people from exploring other areas and amenities Downtown. “Whenever we go to lunch, we’ll 
go to Washington Avenue and I’m sure there are places we don’t know about and think about. 
Anything on 4th or Broadway, I just don’t think about that area. Even Downtown is cut up. 
Seems like we all stay within 2 or 3 blocks of where we are”.  

• A figure ground analysis of Downtown, stripped down to show buildings in black and parks in 
grey, reveals significant gaps in Downtown’s urban fabric. Within these gaps there are 
sometimes major streets, rail or highways that further cut Downtown up into smaller 
districts. Some Downtown streets, such as Tucker Boulevard, have wider right-of-ways than 
some of Downtown’s highways. 

• Downtown is also broken up by the substantial amount of land dedicated to parking. 
Downtown has 221 acres of parking (surface area), which equals about 19% of all Downtown 
parcels. Opinions differ on how best to use this land. On one hand, some think that Downtown 
needs more parking to be competitive, but others argue that focusing on parking ends up 
creating problems of its own, resulting in a lack of pedestrian activity, dead spaces where 
garages and surface lots front the street, and an underutilization of land that could be put to 
better use. 

• These conditions, in addition to the wealth of other transportation infrastructure that 
converges Downtown, indicate that “Downtown” and “Downtown West” are too broad as 
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labels.  There are in fact many subdistricts, each with its own personality, that need specific 
strategies.   

• To overcome some of these boundaries, the Downtown transportation study identified some 
key streets and intersections to focus on to improve pedestrian connectivity and safety. 
Existing and proposed transit projects are assets for better connectivity that the Downtown 
Plan should further capitalize upon. The planned Chouteau Greenway has the potential to 
further build connections Downtown and to the rest of the City.  

10. DOWNTOWN NEEDS STRONGER CONNECTIONS TO NEARBY ASSETS 

• Downtown sits at the center of many great existing and proposed assets in the City. While 
Downtown has its own development priorities, we must recognize that Downtown’s close 
proximity to other key areas of the City is an advantage that can be leveraged. 

• However, as is the case within Downtown, major roads, highways, rail, and land use patterns 
disconnect Downtown from these nearby assets. 

• Downtown’s future is dependent on creating stronger linkages where possible with new 
development, jobs and neighborhoods. Our challenge is to develop strategies for creating 
better connections and overcoming barriers. The Chouteau Greenway, which envisions 
creating a bike and pedestrian greenway linking the City, will be a part of this solution. 
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